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Abstract: Pores and fractures are key structures that allow for the propagation and conduction of fluids and chemical
substances inside reservoirs. The interconnected nature of these spaces facilitates the flow of fluids. To better
understand these structures, we have developed a computational tool that utilizes high-resolution images from computed
microtomography. This tool aims to detect and characterize the geometry of pores and faults with the goal of providing
a detailed understanding of these structures. The tool employs image processing techniques to identify the contours’
structure obtained through data segmentation and to evaluate their geometric parameters in conjunction with the algorithms
implemented in this work. The purpose of this tool is to reduce the uncertainties found in manual work, prioritize the
preservation of important samples collected in the field, and provide assistance in the characterization of reservoirs and
fluid analysis.
Keywords: Carbonate Rocks. Fractures. Pores. Image Processing.

Resumo: Poros e fraturas são estruturas cruciais que permitem a propagação e condução de fluidos e substâncias químicas
dentro de reservatórios. A natureza interconectada desses espaços facilita o fluxo de fluidos. Para compreender melhor
essas estruturas, uma ferramenta computacional foi desenvolvida que utiliza imagens de alta resolução obtidas por
microtomografia computadorizada. Esta ferramenta tem como objetivo detectar e caracterizar a geometria de poros e
falhas, com a finalidade de fornecer uma compreensão detalhada dessas estruturas. A ferramenta emprega técnicas de
processamento de imagens para identificar a estrutura dos contornos obtidos por segmentação de dados e avaliar seus
parâmetros geométricos em conjunto com os algoritmos implementados neste trabalho. O propósito desta ferramenta é
reduzir as incertezas encontradas no trabalho manual, priorizar a preservação de amostras importantes coletadas no campo
e fornecer assistência na caracterização de reservatórios e análise de fluidos.
Palavras-chave: Rochas Carbonáticas. Fraturas. Poros. Processamento de Imagens.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Carbonate reservoirs are primarily formed through porous and fractured rocks, making the study of
these structures of great importance (COUNCIL, 1996). Therefore, a rock environment abundant in these
attributes fosters the creation of optimal conditions for the passage and extraction of chemical fluids in the
reservoir.

Pores are empty spaces that vary in shape, arrangement, size, and grain composition of the rock.
Fractures are flat surfaces that represent planes of weakness and are caused by partial loss of cohesiveness in the
rock due to stress (SINGHAL; GUPTA, 2010). Their existence can either facilitate or impede fluid flow between
them. The stress-dependent fracture permeability reported by Li et al. (2021) has significant implications for
oil and gas production, underground CO2 storage, and deep waste disposal containment.

Accurately determining the geometry of both porous and fractured structures is crucial for understanding
oil and gas reservoir profiles. This information is essential for feeding flow simulators that utilize mathematical
models in porous media to describe mass and/or energy flow based on macroscopic parameters. The impact of
the geometric properties of stochastic fracture networks, such as fracture lengths, orientations, openings, and
center positions, was investigated by Zhu et al. (2021). Their findings demonstrate the significant implications
of these parameters on the main macroscale flow properties.

To analyze the macroscale parameters of reservoirs, geological materials must be collected from them.
However, the collection process is arduous and costly, and the sample’s integrity is often at risk. To preserve
and perpetuate the collected material, there has been widespread encouragement for the development and
application of non-destructive methods for its analysis.

The application of digital non-destructive methods is crucial because manual analysis of geological
samples to obtain their properties is challenging. Jing and Stephansson (2007) noted that comprehensively
investigating all individual fractures to create a deterministic model for analysis or design is impractical due to
the vast number of fractures in this medium, as well as their varied distributions.

The computerized microtomography technique presents an excellent opportunity for this task. Unlike
laboratory experiments, this approach avoids modifying the permo-porous characteristics of the sample, preser-
ving its durability and integrity, while providing deeper visualization than manual study allows. Additionally,
this technique facilitates the application of image analysis to the acquired images. It is important to note that
microtomography does not aim to replace laboratory experiments, but rather to complement them. As illustrated
in Figure 1, the technique enables the observation of the two main structures of interest in carbonate rocks,
pores and fractures.

Figure 1 – Microtomography image of carbonate rock containing both pores and a fracture.

Source: (PLASIS, 2014).

Given these factors, we utilized microtomography images due to their high resolution to identify and
characterize pores and fractures present in rocks. We developed a method that operates in two dimensions (2D)
by segmenting and extracting the structures from the set of tomographic images generated from a sample. This
approach enabled us to analyze the detected components and present their parameters.

The tool not only analyzes each structure individually but also conducts a global scale analysis of the
2D sample being processed. This involves analyzing the data of the complete set of fractures and pores found
to quantify their number, density, porosity, and geomorphological characteristics.
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This paper is an extended version of the work previously developed by Bomfim and Pedrini (2022),
presented at the XXIII Brazilian Symposium on GeoInformatics (GeoInfo 2022), which described a fracture
geometry characterization method from computed microtomography rock images.

The text is structured as follows. Section 2 provides a theoretical framework that presents relevant
concepts regarding the characteristics to be extracted from fractures and pores. Section 3 presents the materials
used in this research, starting from the presentation of the database to the computational tools used. Section 4
describes themethodology and the graphical tool interface that were developed. Section 5 presents and discusses
the experimental results obtained. Finally, Section 6 describes the conclusions drawn from thiswork and provides
directions for future research.

2 BACKGROUND

This section starts with an overview of recent research on rock analysis using computed microtomo-
graphy. Then, we describe the pores and faults characteristics that will be evaluated in the experiments.

2.1 Related Work

The study of fluid flow often involves the analysis of carbonate rocks due to their properties (SANTOS
et al., 2022). Pores and fractures, the main components of carbonate rocks, can provide important insights into
reservoir exploration. Non-wetting fluid injection has been a traditional and precise method for analyzing this
material, with helium gas expansion being the most accurate method, as indicated by Lucia et al. (2003). Al
Shafloot et al. (2021) and Yang et al. (2021) have investigated fracturing behavior and propagation using non-
wetting fluids such as carbon dioxide and nitrogen, and have continuously monitored in situ details using X-ray
Computed Tomography (CT). Utilizing this technology for monitoring fracture propagation and characteristics
has provided valuable insights into the visualization capabilities offered by MicroCT. Despite encountering
challenges related to image quality, it has demonstrated excellent performance in these activities.

A study conducted by Basan et al. (1997) on core material analyzed the data using three different
techniques: capillary mercury injection pressure (MICP), backscattered electron imaging (BSEI), and nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR). The authors found that the data provided by these three techniques were suitable
for cross-correlation analysis to obtain a visual and quantitative analysis of the pore structure. They further
stated that NMR techniques have the potential to not only improve reservoir simulations but also provide crucial
insights into the factors regulating reservoir performance.

Several studies have utilized X-ray techniques to acquire data and study rock samples in detail, taking
advantage of the high resolution and visualization capabilities of computed microtomography. Cnudde and
Boon (2013) highlighted the importance of computed microtomography in geosciences due to recent technolo-
gical advancements and computational progress. For instance, Macdonald et al. (2022) used microtomography
to capture models of complex geometry, enabling the measurement and characterization of lithic tools and
the mathematical calculation of edge curvature. This groundbreaking archaeological study presented the first
investigation focusing on the measurement of overhang features.

Dong et al. (2008) and Sok et al. (2010) investigated the pore networks formed in these samples by
microtomography images, with the purpose of developing a more accurate model to comprehend the behavior of
fluid flow. In their work, Dong et al. conducted a comparative analysis of four different methods in the literature
for extracting pore skeletons in 3D, among them, the maximal ball methods (denoted MB) that identifies the
largest inscribed spheres at each voxel in the pore space, and the flow velocity-based method (denoted VB) that
generates a pore skeleton, demonstrated superior performance in extracting accurate results. On the other hand,
Sok et al. analyzed the different relationships between the scales provided by various image acquisition methods
(such as MicroCT, scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and focused ion beam SEM) and rock samples. They
examined the quality of information extracted by comparing it with the real scale, leading to the identification
of a method that exhibits better correspondence based on the scale of the actual sample.
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Xiong et al. (2021) employed image processing techniques to propose a method for analyzing fracture
characteristics, specifically focusing on the extraction of three-dimensional fracture networks to investigate
preferential fluid migration paths. Notably, this method introduced a new approach to rock flow analysis,
surpassing the commonly used finite volume analysis (FVM) method in terms of computational efficiency.
Li et al. (2022) utilized a three-dimensional reconstruction to study how fractures propagate and interact.
They employed several procedures such as stacking, recording, and segmentation of successive images of
serial cuts, resulting in a 3D fracture model in the form of a valuable dataset that enables not only the
investigation of hydraulic fracturing mechanisms, but also for fracture aperture quantification and evaluation of
fluid transmissivity.

Segmentation is a critical step in image processing for extracting information fromdata (PEDRINI, 2001;
PEDRINI; SCHWARTZ, 2007; SCHWARTZ; PEDRINI, 2006). Deng et al. (2016) developed an interactive
local thresholding technique to segment fractures and rock grains, significantly increasing the number of classes
in the gray scale. This enabled them to study the permeability caused by the fractures. Similarly, Moraes (2018)
used the watershed method for segmentation to calculate porosity by separating voxels into two groups: pores
and non-pores, making it possible to determine the porosity, permeability and anisotropy of permeability in a
digital way, being as accurate as the laboratory approach, and still with the benefit of not destroying the samples.

Purswani et al. (2020) conducted an evaluation of segmentation methods using two machine learning
approaches: supervised and unsupervised (Fast Random Forest versus K-means combined with fuzzy logic),
and compared them with traditional thresholding methods. Although the supervised approach performed the
best, it required a large annotated dataset. Therefore, to avoid this limitation and considering the small difference
between the best and traditional models, we opted for using the proven and excellent performing thresholding
methods featured in their work, and better described in the next section.

Tang et al. (2017) studied the impact of fracture network formation by analyzing the effects of connecti-
vity and fracture length on the electrical formation factor, using percolation theory. In their research, a formation
factor model was proposed based on a normalized “universal” scaling relation. This model is applicable to
fracture networks with constant fracture length and length distributions, highlighting the independence of the
normalized scaling law from fracture patterns.

Finally, three notable works emerge in the field of computational tools that aim to characterize structures
found in rocks. Hardebol and Bertotti (2013) introduced DigiFract, a software written in Python that utilizes
digital photographs of fracture outcrops to support field acquisition based on geographic information system
(GIS) technology. Healy et al. (2017) created FracPaQ, a tool implemented in MATLAB that quantifies fracture
patterns in digital images, including micrographs, geological maps, outcrop photographs, and aerial or satellite
images. In contrast, Ramandi et al. (2022) developed an algorithm called FracDetect that automates the detection
of fractures in grayscale 3D microtomography images. These tools also serve as a valuable reference for the
development of software with geological applications in the field of geographic information extraction.

The relevance of tools that enable the extraction and analysis of mechanical and transport properties,
such as strength, anisotropy, fluids, and heat, has been highlighted in the literature. The adoption of non-
destructive techniques for image analysis has played a significant role in identifying key features that aid in
extracting these properties from rock samples, leading to a better understanding of the study area. In light of
this, we have developed a methodology and a tool that operate within a single environment, aimed at processing
and analyzing computed microtomography images.

2.2 Related Concepts

Given themultidisciplinary nature of the research, this sectionwill be organized into two parts: technical
concepts, where we will detail some of the computational approaches used, and geological concepts, where we
will address the two main structures analyzed in our research, namely, pores and fractures. We will draw on the
characteristics described in the literature for their application in image analysis.
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2.2.1 Technical Concepts

The process of image segmentation involves dividing an image into objects or regions. Algorithms for
image segmentation generally utilize fundamental properties of images, such as abrupt changes in intensity
values (such as edges) or the separation of similar regions, such as through thresholding, region growth, or
division/merging techniques (GONZALEZ; WOODS, 2007).

The previously mentioned algorithms have different objectives and methodologies. Thresholding, for
instance, is a technique that divides an input image 5 (G, H) of # grayscale levels into a thresholded image with a
grayscale level lower than # . In simple cases, # is 2, resulting in two classes labeled as background and object,
separated by a threshold ) .

An alternative approach to segmenting images using thresholds automatically is to use algorithms such
as the method developed by Otsu (1979). This technique aims to maximize the variance between classes by
identifying an optimal threshold that provides the best separation between them based on their intensity values.

Mathematical morphology is a field based on set theory that provides another technique for image
segmentation called watershed segmentation. This method considers the image as a topographic relief where
the pixel value ℎ represents its elevation, and it is used to separate regions. The watershed transform divides the
image into “watersheds” that are associated with local minimums. This is typically done by applying a gradient
function to partition the image into significant regions, where transitions between regions are defined, such
that homogeneous regions will have minimums and edges will have maximums(BEUCHER; MEYER, 2018;
GONZALEZ; WOODS, 2007).

On the other hand, if the objective of segmentation is to specifically detect edges, the concept of gradient
can also be applied to identify the intensity and direction of the edges in the image. Thus, a derivative operator
that is sensitive to changes presented by the gradient will indicate when encountering a sudden variation in the
intensity values of the image.

2.2.2 Geological Concepts

This section provides a brief overview of the characteristics of the two main structures inside the rock
that were analyzed.

2.2.2.1 Pores

The quantification of porosity is a crucial characteristic to be analyzed in pores. According to Anselmetti
et al. (1998), porosity is a significant parameter for the characterization of rocks, providing valuable information
about their petrography and physical properties. Porosity is typically defined as the ratio of the volume of empty
pores to the total volume of the rock reservoir.

The estimation of rock porosity can be quantitatively determined by analyzing the number of pixels
that comprise the pore area and the total area of the image representing the rock (pore and rock combined). The
total porosity can be defined as:

Porosity =
pore volume

total rock volume
(1)

The calculation of porosity is crucial for the oil industry as it directly impacts the profitability of a
reservoir. A reservoir with good productivity is one that not only has large volumes of oil but also favorable
conditions for fluid flow (permeability), which leads to successful recovery of fluids and economic viability.

One easily extractable feature of the pore body is its circularity, which can provide insights into the
relationship between pore size and shape. Pores with larger diameters are more effective in accumulating and
transmitting fluids within the rock. Circularity is measured on a scale of 0 to 1, where a higher value indicates
greater circularity. It is calculated using the following equation:

circularity =
4c area

perimeter2 (2)
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Another feature to be analyzed about pores is their visibility, which was classified by Archie (1952)
into four categories:

• Class A: not visible, with pores smaller than 1 micrometer.

• Class B: visible, with pores between 1 and 10 micrometers.

• Class C: visible, with pores larger than 10 micrometers.

• Class D: vugs, with pores larger than 1 millimeter.

Archie (1952) considered the visibility of pores as crucial in fluid distribution within reservoirs and
classified the frequency of visible pores into the categories listed in Table 1.

Table 1 – Categorizing the frequency of visible pores for fluid distribution in reservoirs.

Description Frequency - Percentage
of Surface Covered by Pores

Excellent 20
Good 15
Fair 10
Poor 5

2.2.2.2 Fractures

According to the National Research Council (COUNCIL, 1996), identifying and locating hydraulically
significant fractures is crucial for understanding and predicting fracture behavior. This is because determining
their geometry is essential in creating flow simulations, which use mathematical models to describe mass and/or
energy flow based on macroscopic parameters (ERTEKIN; ABOU-KASSEM; KING, 2001).

We have identified several indicators to classify a sample containing fractures, including individual
characteristics of this structure that can be analyzed, such as:

• The number of fractures identified in the image.

• The size of the fractures, which is a measure of the extent of development of the discontinuity surface.
This carries the notion of size and controls the degree of fracturing.

• One of the characteristics of fractures that can be analyzed is the type of connectivity, which refers
to how fractures intersect and terminate. Ortega and Marrett (2000) emphasized that connectivity is a
fundamental property when it comes to fluid flow. Quantifying this parameter enables the comparison of
different fracture networks and facilitates more realistic modeling of fluid flow through fracture systems.
Connectivity can be classified into three types, as illustrated in Figure 2, based on the number of fracture
connections as follows:

– Type I: not connected.

– Type II: individually connected.

– Type III: multiple connected.

Singhal and Gupta (2010) classified fractures into two types based on their characteristics: systematic and
non-systematic fractures. Systematic fractures are planar and have a more regular distribution, whereas
non-systematic fractures are irregular and curved. Figure 3 illustrates these two types of fractures.
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Figure 2 – Fracture termination types. Isolated fractures (Type I, e.g., 1 fracture), individually connected
fractures (Type II, 1 fracture), and fractures connected with other fractures in more than one
location (Type III, 1 and 1′ fractures).

Source: (ORTEGA; MARRETT, 2000).

Figure 3 – Representation of fracture types. (a) systematic and (b) non-systematic.

Source: (SINGHAL; GUPTA, 2010).

• The fracture orientation, which can be classified into vertical, horizontal and inclined. This feature gene-
rally restricts the potential directions in which fluids can flow in a fractured rock system (INTERSTATE
TECHNOLOGY AND REGULATORY COUNCIL (ITRC), 2020).

• The fracture density that corresponds to the degree/intensity of fracturing of the rock, which can be
described in three ways: linear, regional and volumetric.

– Linear fracture density is the average number of fractures in a given set, measured in a direction
perpendicular to the fracture plane.

– Regional fracture density (2D fracture density) is a way to quantify the persistence of discontinuity.
It refers to the average length of strokes per unit area on a flat surface.

– Volumetric fracture density (3D fracture density) is the average fractured surface area per unit rock
volume created by all fractures in a given set.

3 MATERIAL

This section describes the datasets utilized in the study and the hardware and software resources
employed for the development of the tool.

3.1 Databases

The majority of microtomography images are saved in RAW, TIFF (Tagged Image File Format), or
DICOM (Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine) formats. For this research, grayscale images in
TIFF format were utilized, enabling the two-dimensional exploration of the sample slices. TIFF format supports
various image sizes and resolutions, as well as color depths, and includes a lossless compression algorithm that
preserves details (WIGGINS et al., 2001).

TheDigital Rocks Portal (BULTREYS, 2016) is an online repository that facilitates the retrieval, storage,
sharing, organization, and analysis of images of distributed porous microstructures. Its objective is to improve
research resources for modeling and predicting properties of porous materials in the fields of Petroleum, Civil
and Environmental Engineering, as well as Geology.
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We obtained sets of images from the Digital Rocks Portal to evaluate the algorithms implemented in our
tool. Two databases were primarily used, one of which was the Sample of Naturally Fractured Coal (PLASIS,
2014), used to study fractures. This database consists of an image of a coal sample with dimensions of
1634×1634×4115 voxels, and a resolution of 25`m (voxel size and point size).

The second dataset, called the Estaillades Carbonate #2 (BULTREYS, 2016), was used to study pores.
It consists of a monomineral calcite rock sample with a diameter of 7mm, generating a series of images with
dimensions 200×2000 pixels. This sample has a porosity of approximately 25% and contains both intergranular
macropores and intragranular micropores, allowing for testing with varying pore geometries (BULTREYS et al.,
2016).

We have chosen a selection of images from these databases that represent the heterogeneity of the
samples, in order to evaluate the tool developed.

3.2 Computational Tools

We employed the Python programming language for the implementation of this project, as it provides
various resources in libraries for image manipulation, numerical calculations and graphics display. Some of the
notable libraries are:

• NumPy and SciPy for data manipulation. SciPy is a Python ecosystem that is open-source software
for mathematics, science, and engineering. It provides many numerical routines that are efficient and
user-friendly, such as functions for numerical integration, interpolation, optimization, linear algebra, and
statistics. It also uses the Numpy library as its scientific computing base to handle a variety of numeric
types (VIRTANEN et al., 2020).

• Scikit-Image and OpenCV are used for imagemanipulation. Scikit-Image (VANDERWALT et al., 2014)
is an image processing library that implements algorithms and utilities for use in research, education, and
industry applications. It enabled us to apply edge detection and segmentation algorithms. On the other
hand, OpenCV (OPENCV, 2015) provides a common infrastructure for computer vision applications,
and it is best suited for detecting structures segmented by the findContours() function. It allows
obtaining location, size, and other parameters related to the object.

• Visualization Toolkit (VTK) for 3D visualization. A free and open-source tool that offers a range of
features for 3D computer graphics, geometric modeling, graph display, image processing, volumetric
rendering, and scientific visualization.

• PyQt and Qt Designer for interface creation. PyQt is a set of Python bindings for the Qt application
development framework, which allows developers to create applications that can run on different plat-
forms. Qt Designer is a visual editor for designing dialogs and windows in Qt applications. With this
tool, developers can create user interfaces interactively and visually, without writing code.

4 METHODOLOGY

This section outlines the methodology used to apply the fracture and pore detection methods, which
were developed for this project. These methods were tested on publicly available databases as previously
mentioned, and their application is described in detail.

4.1 Segmentation Process

The process of segmentation is crucial for estimating various properties of pore-scale, such as porosity,
fluid saturation, and pore connectivity (PURSWANI et al., 2020). Segmentation of the images is achieved by
two steps, which are iteratively executed until the final result is obtained. Firstly, a mask indicating the region of
interest in the image is created, followed by the generation of an image denoting the rock content. By combining
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the results of both steps, an image containing only the internal structures is obtained for further analysis. The
segmentation mask is created by employing a series of image processing techniques that utilize functions from
the Scikit-Image and OpenCV libraries.

The process of applying the segmentation algorithms is exemplified in Figure 4. The segmentation
begins with the application of Otsu’s thresholding (OTSU, 1979) on the original image to extract the best
threshold that separates the intensities of the image. Then, a labeled image is created with the object/background
regions separated from the obtained threshold, using the following criteria:

label(G) =
{

1, if original(G) < Otsu’s thresholding
2, if original(G) ≥ Otsu’s thresholding

(3)

Figure 4 – Diagram that illustrates the segmentation process.

Source: The authors (2023).

To achieve a good segmentation, it is important to generate an elevation map using the Sobel filter,
which will be used as a segmentation parameter along with the labeled image. This map is crucial in defining the
barriers of image structures, and it allows the application of the watershed technique for the final segmentation.

Once the segmentation process is completed, the labeling technique is applied to the resulting image to
assign labels to the segmented regions and create a new binary image model, such that

binary(G) =
{

0, if labeling(G) = 0
255, if labeling(G) ≠ 0

(4)

The resulting image highlights the region of interest of the image, from which contours are detected.
The convex closure analysis is performed on these contours to extract the largest one, which corresponds to
the polygon representing the area of the rock. The mask image is then generated by filling the largest convex
closure, resulting in a binary output with the white area corresponding to the rock and the black background.

This elaborate segmentation process is crucial because the rock sample typically contains pores or
fractures at its edges. A straightforward binarization would make it impossible to count and extract the geometry
of these structures since they would not have a clearly defined edge and would be indistinguishable from the
background, as seen in the third image of the sequence illustrated in Figure 5. By creating a circular mask that
encompasses the entire sample area, all structures within this region of interest can be counted.

The mask created in the previous step is used in combination with another image, which is segmented
by Otsu’s thresholding, to provide greater accuracy in capturing fractures. The resulting image is a combination
of the two, in which white pixels in both the mask and the thresholded image are retained, while black pixels
are discarded. This process results in an image that shows only the pores/fractures, as depicted in Figure 5.
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Figure 5 – Microtomographic image and the resulting segmentation. (a) original image, (b) mask
image, (c) image generated by the Otsu’s thresholding and (d) image resulting from the two
previous ones.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Source: The authors (2023).

4.2 Feature Extraction: Pores

To analyze the features extracted by the pore segmentation, the contour detection was performed
using the findContours() function. This function returns the parameters required to calculate the circularity
value of the pores and analyze their visibility class. The pore area was obtained through the contourArea()
function, while the arcLength() function was used to obtain the pore perimeter, which is necessary to
calculate circularity. Additionally, the minEnclosingCircle() function was applied to find the pore radius,
which provides the smallest circle that encloses the pore boundary.

To calculate the porosity metric, it is necessary to count the number of empty pixels in the slice and
the total area of the sample. To do this, we first extract the area relative to the pores by counting the number of
white pixels in the final segmentation image, and the total area by counting the white pixels in the mask image.
However, we must exclude the area of non-visible pixels from this value, as the absolute porosity is determined
by the visible pores.

The information obtained from these functions is stored in data structures in the form of lists, which
can be further processed and analyzed using graphs to visualize the behavior of the porous sample.

4.3 Feature Extraction: Fractures

To analyze the characteristics of the segmented image, the contours extracted from the original image
need to be identified. The findContours() function from the OpenCV library is used for this purpose, where
the segmented image is passed as a parameter and the identified contours are returned.

Fractures are characterized by an elongated body that resembles a straight line. Therefore, we utilize
this criterion to differentiate fractures from other structures such as pores. To identify this feature, we apply the
Hough line transform to a subimage extracted from the bounding box of the contour body. If a line can be drawn,
we classify this contour as a fracture. Otherwise, it is excluded from subsequent steps. Figure 6 illustrates an
example of this process applied to fractures identified in a coal sample.

Figure 6 – Line detection by the Hough line transform.

Source: The authors (2023).

After the contour extraction and fracture identification process, the characteristics described in Sub-
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section 2.2 are analyzed. The Hough line transform is used not only for fracture identification but also for
calculating their slope through the equation of the distance between two points (G1, H1) and (G2, H2) expressed
in degrees. This equation can be written as:

0=6;4 = arctan( H1 − H2
G1 − G2

) ∗ 180
c

(5)

Obtaining characteristics such as area, height, and width can be achieved through the same function
that extracts the contour, as its return includes data about the object’s geometry. The density calculation was
based on the concepts described in Section 2. It is obtained through the pixels that form the fracture.

The number of fractures by the diameter of the rock sample is used to determine the 1D density, given
by:

31 =
number of fractures

diameter
(6)

The 2D densitiy is calculated by averaging the width of the fractures by the total area of the sample,
expressed as:

32 =
mean(width of fractures)

total sample area
(7)

Finally, the 3D density determined through the ratio of the fracture area to the sample area, expressed
as:

33 =
total area of fractures
total sample area

(8)

To characterize the fracture structure, a more sophisticated analysis is required due to its unique features.
This is mainly due to the fact that many fractures can be in close proximity, making individual analysis difficult.
To overcome this, two methodologies were developed to define these criteria:

• Connectivity: involves identifying fracture bifurcations, which requires traversing each column of the
non-rotating bounding box of each fracture. This process counts the number of transitions occurring from
the intensity relative to the fracture (white) to the background of the image (black). If there are more than
one transition on the same line, this indicates that there would be a bifurcation, raising its classification
type (Types I, II, III) with each transition found. However, this algorithm produces incorrect results as
some fractures have parts of others inserted in their bounding box, as shown in Figure 7. To address this
issue, the labeling technique was applied based on the study of some methods for identifying connected
components (CC). From this concept, labeling assigns the same label to a CC, making it possible to apply
the initial algorithm again, but this time with the structures of a labeled bounding box. The fracture with
the largest domain receives a label equal to 1 and the background of the image receives a label 0, allowing
transitions to be counted only when they occur between these two values. If there is another fracture in
the bounding box, it will receive another label, with the number 2 (shown in blue), not interfering with
the result.

Figure 7 – Identification of external components in the bounding box of a fracture.

Source: The authors (2023).
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• Type: to distinguish systematic fractures from non-systematic ones, the thickness of several fracture
styles was analyzed. It was observed that systematic fractures, which do not have bifurcations, had a
width smaller than 60 pixels. Therefore, this value was adopted as a threshold for this parameter.

4.4 3D Visualization

We implemented a function that enables the visualization of segmented images in 3D using the VTK
tool. This function provides a comprehensive view of the distribution of structures of interest.

The vtkTIFFReader() class enables VTK to read images in TIFF format. Once the images are read,
a transfer function is defined to map a property (scalar value) to an RGB (Red-Green-Blue) color value through
the vtkColorTransferFunction() class. In addition, opacity is set to only visualize white structures, while
the black color of the image is eliminated by adding transparency.

A 3D visualization of the segmented images is created using the vtkSmartVolumeMapper() class,
which generates a volume mapping in 3D space. This is then added to the rendering screen for display. To
provide an interactive experience, an object of the QVTKRenderWindowInteractor() class is integrated into
the screen. This allows users to change their view of the sample by manipulating the rendered object with their
mouse.

5 RESULTS

One way to present the parameters identified in the literature and implemented through the previously
described methods is by creating an interactive tool with dedicated sections for analyzing pores and fractures.
By using this tool, users can load a set of microtomography images related to a rock sample, or a few images,
and analyze them individually or collectively.

The tool allows for conversion of the presented values to the actual scale of the sample by specifying
the pixel-millimeter scale used for image acquisition. If the scale is unknown, a default value of 1 can be used,
and the results will be presented in pixels.

The fractures section of the tool, as illustrated in Figure 8, displays all the relevant information regarding
image loading and the fracture parameters. Upon loading the images, two main screens will display the first
image of the set and its segmented version. The SliceBar allows the user to interact with the tool by selecting
the slice of the image set they wish to view. The tool then automatically updates the displayed information
corresponding to the selected image.

Figure 8 – User interface used to analyze and visualize fractures.

Source: The authors (2023).

Two tables are displayed in addition to the images, showing fracture data. The first table presents the
data for the entire slice, displaying the number of fractures, densities (1D, 2D, and 3D), the number of vertical,
horizontal, and inclined fractures, and the percentage of systematic and non-systematic fractures. The second
table, located below the images, presents the data for each individual fracture, with each row corresponding to
a different fracture. To better correlate the numbers with the segmented images, clicking on a row in the table
highlights the corresponding fracture in the segmented image.
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The section of the tool developed for analyzing pores, as shown in Figure 9, allows the user to interact
with the different slices of the input images in a similar way to the fracture analysis section. The SliceBar
functionality enables the user to switch between slices, with both the original and the segmented image, and the
corresponding porosity values being updated accordingly. The total porosity value displayed on the interface is
always the same, regardless of the slice being analyzed, as it corresponds to the overall value calculated for the
entire sample provided to the tool.

Figure 9 – Interface screen to analyze and visualize pores.

Source: The authors (2023).

Further data is displayed in colored text, indicating the porosity class of the sample (poor: red, fair:
orange, good: yellow, or excellent: green). In a second tab, also shown in Figure 9, graphs provide information
regarding the sample, including the porosity value along the slices, the quantity of pores in each visibility class,
and a graph that shows the relationship between pore diameter and circularity.

The tool also allows the user to obtain a 3D view of the input slices, enabling them to interact and
visualize the sample from different angles. Figure 10 illustrates this functionality.

Figure 10 – 3D view of a fracture sample and pore sample.

Source: The authors (2023).

To demonstrate the functionality and capabilities of the tool, we manually created an artificial microCT
image containing fractures of various geometries. This allows us to evaluate how the tool performs specifically
in fracture analysis.

The image shown in Figure 11 (a) contains 7 fractures labeled A to G, which were manually inserted to
represent various fracture geometries. These fractures were designed to cover most of the parameters evaluated
in the literature. Table 2 presents the results of some of the features evaluated by the tool.

Analyzing the results obtained, it is possible to perceive that the tool is able to provide answers that
match the geometry of the fractures. However, depending on the orientation (horizontal/vertical) of the analyzed
object, its length and width, in this case presented in pixels, may be inverted. Regarding the global analysis also
provided by the tool, the presence of the 7 fractures was correctly identified, with the separation into 1 vertical,
1 horizontal and 5 inclined, with 28.5% of them being systematic (corresponding to 2 fractures, being A and E)
and 71.4% non-systematic (corresponding to 5 fractures).
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Figure 11 – Example of fractures and the response obtained in their processing. (a) artificial input
image (b) output after image processing.

(a) (b)

Source: The authors (2023).

Table 2 – Fracture geometry analysis.

Label Angle Type Length Width
A 90 1 6 164
B 67 1 35 376
C 86 3 301 99
D 58 1 17 414
E 179 1 137 6
F 39 2 122 347
G 129 1 20 190

6 CONCLUSIONS

A tool was created to analyze microtomography images and understand the behavior of porous and
fractured carbonate rocks, which are commonly found in oil reservoirs. The tool calculates parameters that
make it easier to locate and label extracted structures, compared to the manual procedures that are typically
used.

Therefore, this study provides a valuable contribution to support reservoir modeling and characteriza-
tion, by describing the petrophysical parameters of pores and fractures identified in processed microtomography
images. The methodology applied here is essential in assisting the construction of geological models, which
guide the development and management of an oil or gas field.
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